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Abstract— In present days’ analog meters are used at homes 

and other places for measuring electricity reading. In such 

cases, human errors and other situations are there which will 

be payable by the consumer. So we thinking about this type 

of difficulties faced by consumers as well as the electricity 

board. So our project on this type of difficulties in which we 

shall modify the existing meter into an automatic meter. In 

this meter mainly two parts are there (1) Transmitting part 

which transmits the data and (2) Receiving part which 

receives the data from the transmitter. This meter reduces the 

human error, save time and other such things. In this addition 

of Arduino, RF serial data link, 1231 Text to speech module, 

LDR sensor. With the help of this meter, a meter reader who 

takes the reading could not take the reading manually. Instead 

of this meter reader walk out near the meter and reading will 

be automatically received by a receiver and then that person 

transfers data in own computers to generate e bill.  

Keywords: Arduino, RF Serial Data Link, 1231 Text To 

Speech Module, LDR Sensor 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Digitalization of energy meter is required as for new treading 

technology in electronics, the purpose of this project is to 

build a KWH (Kilo Watt Hour) meter that can alert the users 

with voice messages. An Energy meter or KWH meter is a 

device that measures the amount of electrical energy supplied 

to or produced by a residence, business or machine. 

Electricity is a clean, convenient way to deliver energy. The 

electricity meter is how electricity providers measure billable 

services. & other End NFC or RF device omit the reading & 

receiver will auto capture the reading with no human error. 

Our energy meter billing measured in kilowatt-hours. When 

used in electricity retailing, the utilities record the values 

measured by these meters to generate an invoice for the 

electricity. They may also record other variables including the 

time when the electricity was used. The idea behind this 

project is to construct the Energy Meter that is useful for 

illiterates and the busy people who cannot concentrate on the 

energy meter readings because of their busy schedule. This 

system helps the users by alerting them about the peak loads 

(max energy consumption), power status (ON/OFF), billing 

status etc. The voice alerts could be in any local language. 

Hence this system can be used across the world. The main 

parts which we are going to use in this project is a LCD 

display that continuously displays the energy meter readings 

in real-time. This consists of Real-time clock for calculating 

the average, max and minimum readings with respect to time. 

This information is display on a LCD display. This can be 

achieved by the use of microcontroller unit that continuously 

monitors and records the Energy Meter readings in its 

permanent (non-volatile EEPROM) memory location. 

Microcontroller also drives the voice module to play the voice 

messages based on the energy meter readings. 

II. AIM &OBJECTIVE OF PROJECT 

1) The smart metering solution is an end-to-end indigenous 

solution, to convert your existing meters into smart 

meters. There are no changes to the hardware or protocol 

of your existing meters, and no additional cost of wiring 

or maintenance. All the data collected is uploaded to the 

cloud application and can be remotely monitored to make 

informed business decisions, and to find consumption 

patterns. The solution has been deployed and tested in 

Asia. 

2) We are converting your existing electricity meters into 

smart meters. We have our own wireless modules that are 

used to transfer data wirelessly. The module is integrated 

with an existing meter with no change to hardware and 

protocol. Data collection procedures include Data 

Concentrator Units and Hand-Held Units, depending 

upon your choice. We provide an end-to-end solution for 

smart metering.  
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III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

IV. ARCHITECTURE 

A. Arduino 

The Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on the 

ATmega2560. It has 54 digital input/output pins (of which 15 

can be used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs 

(hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB 

connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. 

It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; 

simply connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it 

with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. The Mega 

2560 board is compatible with most shields designed for the 

Uno and the former boards Duemilanove or Diecimila. 

Arduino Mega, etc. I used Arduino Uno in this development. 

Arduino is based on ATmega328. The package contains a 16 

MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a power jack and 

ICSP header and a reset button. Instead of using the FTDI 

USB-to-serial driver chip our Arduino features the 

Atmega16U2 chip programmed as a USB-to-serial converter. 

 

B. RF Serial Data Link 

This is a RF data modem working at 2.4 Ghz frequency in 

half duplex mode with automatic switching of 

receive/transmit mode with LED indication. Receives and 

Transmits serial data of adjustable baud rate of 9600/115200 

bps at 5V or 3V level for direct interfacing to 

microcontrollers. RF modem can be used for applications that 

need two way wireless data transmission. It features high data 

rate and longer transmission distance. The communication 

protocol is self controlled and completely transparent to user 

interface. The module can be embedded to your current 

design so that wireless communication can be set up easily.            

 

C. Text To Speech Module 

There is no limitation to words it can speak as its based on 

fundamentals of phonemes of English. Provide regulated +5V 

DC voltage to pin for board operation. Board has LM1117-

3.3V regulator to power all parts. Outgoing serial data for 5V 

UART 9600bps.Typically connected RXD pin of 

microcontroller. It outputs text that the module is speaking. 

Maximum string it can accept is 256 characters at a time. 

Once its done speaking you can send another string. You can 

monitors its TX-OUT pin for hash # character to see when it 

has completed the talking and then you can send another 

string.  
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D. LDR Sensor 

Light Sensors are photoelectric devices that convert light 

energy (photons) whether visible or infra-red light into an 

electrical (electrons) signal. A Light Sensor generates an 

output signal indicating the intensity of light by measuring 

the radiant energy that exists in a very narrow range of 

frequencies basically called “light”, and which ranges in 

frequency from “Infra-red” to “Visible” up to “Ultraviolet” 

light spectrum. The most common type of LDR has a 

resistance that falls with an increase in the light intensity 

falling upon the device (as shown in the image above). The 

resistance of an LDR may typically have the following 

resistances: 

Daylight= 5000Ω 

Dark= 20000000Ω 

 

E. Hardware Requirements 

1) Electricity Meter  

2) RF Serial Data Link 

3) Text To Speech Module 

4) MC-ATMEGA2560/ArduinoATMEGA/ArduinoUNO 

5) Push button 

6) LCD Display 16*2 

7) 12V Step down Transformer 

8) PCB (Printed circuit board) 

9) Connecting wire 

10) LDR Sensor 

F. Software Requirements 

1) Arduino IDE 

V. RESULT 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A smart meter is based on new technology to achieve future 

prospective demand of electricity, it is based on the principle 

of two-way communication by which we can achieve rising 

demand for electricity. The smart meter will be part of much 

wider internet things in the future integrating multiple aspects 

of human needs service to satisfy all such needs. This project 

will help to increase the accuracy while taking a reading and 

also save the time of meter reader and it also reduce the 

human errors. 
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